God calls certain people into leadership in the church. And those that respond to that call are passionate about leading with purpose and care. Yet many pastors struggle to respond to the challenges of a changing culture, while remaining faithful to an eternal Gospel message. They recognize that leading a congregation isn’t the same as leading a civic group or business, yet realize that people often interact in predictable ways. Gil Rendle, in his book *Quietly Courageous: Leading the Church in a Changing World*, offers insight for church leaders who want to lead well, and respond to the unpredictable forces that shape our world with grace and courage.

“Quiet courage is needed when there is no going back because the ‘back’ that is remembered doesn’t exist anymore. Our current reality is that we are not in a turnaround situation. Leaders cannot take us back to a more comfortable time when the church was established at the heart of the culture as a bedrock, trusted institution.”

—Gil Rendle

Circuit Rider John Fillmore will facilitate a 10-week conversation on Rendle’s book. Sessions will begin Oct 3rd and will be held virtually from 7-8 pm EST (4-5 PST) on Tuesdays. CEUs will be available to pastors, and the Part-Time Pastor/Full-Time Church Program will provide participants a copy of the text.

Registration Opening in September